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Name: Joseph Ruel Domasig

Age: 35

Nationality: Filipino

Gender: Male

Currently
living in
Thailand:

No

Available
to start as
soon as
posible:

No

Write or
paste self-
intro or
cover letter
or resume
here.:

I am Joseph Ruel Domasig from the Philippines, a graduate of bachelor of secondary education major in
English and a licensed professional teacher. I also hold a TEFL and TESOL certificate. Most of my work
experience was in the BPO industry, I worked as a call center agent where I got to hone my skills in using the
English language. I only worked as a part-time teacher and the grade levels that I taught ranges from high
school to college. I have the option to work in the public school system but I always wanted to teach in
Thailand, so I decided not to. I want to teach in Thailand for several reasons. First is for practical reasons, I
plan to pursue my master's degree and I know that working in Thailand will give me a better chance at it.
Second, I have always been fascinated by the Thai culture, and what better way to appreciate it than to live it.
I also find the Thai language extremely interesting, I am fluent in three languages, I wish to make the Thai
language my fourth. I also know that I can be a more effective teacher to teach Thai learners the English
language because I went through the same challenges as, what I imagine, they are probably going through.
Learning another language is not easy and students need teachers who know the struggle, so they can be
patient with them. Also, I think the students can learn and will try to learn better from teachers who they know
understands them.
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